GREAT INTEREST SHOWN IN BOXING

RECORD TURNOUT OF BOXERS TAXES GYM FACILITIES

Norton, LeThee and Gaughan only Men To Report

STRONG FRESHMAN TEAM

The boxing season being full of action has brought forth five candidates for freshman and varsity boxing, from New Haven. Of these, twenty-five were first year men and the rest veterans and second years. Haines, who was waiting for boxing, is now finished for boxing the first time.

Some Them Without Boxing Bags

Although manager "Red" Norton has promised to have six, there are only six new pairs of gloves, the crowd is so unusually large that, at the present time, there are not enough gloves to go around. In the midst of all these flying fists and swaying boys how it should be done, or how fully weaving his way, showing the boxes how it should be done, or how it was done in the old good days.

Such unprecedented interest in boxing has been met by Norton with a promise that there will be an opportunity for anyone who wishes to join in the fun to bring some gloves along with him. This promise has brought more interest and participation in the sport.

Norton, Lefthes and Gaughan are the only veterans from New Haven, though responsibilities will fall on them in the near future.

There are not enough gloves to go around, so Norton, Lefthes and Gaughan are the only veterans from New Haven, though responsibilities will fall on them in the near future.

Weaving the story, breaking the meal, and weight of the Pro's showed both under the baskets and in mid-court. The monkey just bounced off as if he had hit a stone wall.

There is quite a little difference between the amateur and the professional rules and for a while it confused McCarthy's charges. For instance the Pro's play with a restriction on the number of fouls in traveling about the court, while collegiate referees use no such trick. This is one of the tricks the Pro's certainly know all the tricks in using their hands and body and in doing so contain numerous foul.

The credit should nevertheless be awarded to the winner as has been done in the past. Muzares indoor baseball team became the champion of the Dorm league last year, morning by defaulting Waite, 9-1. None of the three teams scored yesterday. Waite had a 3-0 lead with two outs in the last inning when the Munson catcher hit a fly ball which the left fielder dropped. Two clean hits followed to put the winning runs in Munson's score. The game was undoubtedly the best played in the Dorm league for several years, some records being broken in both sides by keeping the plate from being crossed more often.

COMPOUND BULLETINS REPLACE OLD POSTERS

For each athletic event. Posters, how- ever, will continue to be used to an- nounce the games, but will not be the most effective system. The system which is being printed on the other side of the papers includes too much information. The schedule for practice sessions is as follows: Monday 4:30 to 6:00, Wednesday 7:00 to 9:00, and Friday 2:00 to 7:00.

M.I.T. A.A. PLANS NOVEL SCHEDULES

Schedule Booklets Will Appear Twice Annually Under Present Plan

The installation of a new bulletin board of coming sports events in the Information Office inaugurates the Athletic Association’s publicity system. The old method of putting up posters announcing the coming sports events has been aban- doned in favor of the new system.

The schedule booklets are to be printed twice a year, and will be available at the beginning of each term.

The schedule for the M.I.T. A.A. sports events will be as follows:

- Basketball: Jan. 8 - Brown, Feb. 8 - Harvard, Apr. 23 - MIT Invitational Tournament
- Volleyball: Jan. 24 - MIT Invitational Tournament, Feb. 22 - Tournament
- Track: Mar. 12 - Indoor Meet, Apr. 24 - Outdoor Meet

 futur

than ever before especially heavy

Heavy Schedule

Another reason for such high interest in boxing is due to the reason, mentioned earlier, that these men are trying hard to complete. At the pres- ent time LeThee has signed up with the Springfield, Coast Guard and Army. LeThee is looking forward to the semi-finals of the National Amateur Boxing Championship and will be making arrangements for a southern trip of four or five days during the winter. At the present time it looks as though the boys will travel for a trip to New York where they will meet Rutgers University and so forth. They are particularly needed for the 440-pound event. The schedule for practice sessions is as follows: Monday 4:30 to 6:00, Wednesday 7:00 to 9:00, and Friday 2:00 to 7:00.

Hill-and-Dales Ready to Compete in N. E. I. R. E.

Twelve Varsity, Nine Freshman Squad Competing; Many Favored To Win

Henry Querke Out

Technology and varsity and freshman cross-country teams will compete in the annual New England Intercolleg- iate Cross-Country Meet at Franklin Park, Monday, November 12. Twelve varsity and nine freshman teams will compete this year. The varsity race will be run on a new four-mile instead of the old five-miles course.

Last year the Tech team won in sixth place, while Morton Judges, 15, took second place, being raced out by five yards by David R. McPhail of New Hampshire State. (Continued on Page 5)
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